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HOPE – Helping Other People Excel is at the core of what
HOPE at Home Health Care represents and is symbolized
by our logo of a lighthouse surrounded by laurel leaves.
A lighthouse represents various things, such as overcoming
challenges and adversity, or guidance. It signifies a way
forward and help in navigating through the world. Its
beacon is the guiding light, the illuminated eye, that shines
in all directions. It enables all who are adrift at sea to use it
as a focal point in order to steer to the calm waters of the
safe harbor ahead.
Laurel leaves are a symbol of eternal glory, of special achievement, success and
triumph. They have long been a symbol of hopeful expectations of success and seen
as a symbol of peace: a victory that signals the end to a conflict or competition.
As caregivers, we are the lighthouse standing tall. The beacon guiding our patients
to safe harbor. And as our patients make their journey through the rough water, we
surround them with compassion and respect. Along the way, we guide and teach them,
sharing together in their achievements, successes and victories.
Collectively, as a company, providing exceptional care is our passion and privilege. We
don’t take shortcuts, we never limit our care or support, and we will not deny a person
our services if we can help improve their life. HOPE At Home Health Care was built
upon strong morals and values which are ingrained in every aspect of our company –
from the care of our patients, to the care of our employees. We don’t do this to get a
check. We do this because it’s the right thing to do. We are Bringing Hope Home.
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Employee Corner
July & August Birthdays!
Denise C.
Katie C.
Heather R-S.
Katie S.
Sylvia W.

New Employees!
Sheila A., LPN
Mackenzie C., On Call Supervisor
Sharita D., RN
Danielle S., RN

July & August Anniversaries!
Renee B., DON & Administrator
Ahmad S., PT
Muhammad S., PT
Joan T., QA

HOPE at Home on Social Media!
Check us out and “Like Us”!
Did you know HOPE at Home Health
Care is on social media? We are
on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and LinkedIn. We encourage you to
check out the pages, then simply
“like” and “follow” us to keep up to
date with the latest happenings! And
don’t forget to “share” our posts with
your social media network!
Twitter: https://twitter.com/HOPEatHomeHeal1
Facebook: https://www.facebook.
com/HopeAtHomeHealthCare
Instagram: https://www.instagram.
com/hopeathomehealthcare/
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/
company/hope-at-home-healthcare/
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August is National Immunization
Awareness Month
Did you know August is National
Immunization Awareness Month?
As a clinician, your vaccine
recommendation is a critical factor
in protecting patient health.
Patients trust you to give them the
best counsel on how to protect their
health. You know that immunization is
an important preventive measure, but
it’s unlikely that getting vaccinated is
on the radar for many of your adult
patients.
Your strong recommendation is
critical in ensuring that they get the
vaccines they need to help them
stay healthy.
Adults are not getting the vaccines
they need. The latest data from
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) shows that
vaccination rates for adults are
extremely low (National Health
Interview Survey, 2014). For
example, rates for Tdap and zoster
vaccination are 28 percent or less
for adults who are recommended to
get them.
Even high-risk groups are not
getting the vaccines they need –
only 20 percent of adults 64 years or
younger who are at increased risk for
complications from pneumococcal
disease are vaccinated. This means
that each year tens of thousands
of adults needlessly suffer, are
hospitalized, and even die as a result
of diseases that could be prevented
by vaccines.

Your patients are likely to get
the vaccines you recommend to
them. Clinicians are a valued and
trusted source of health information
for adults. Your patients rely on you
to let them know which vaccines
are necessary and right for them.
Since many adults are not up to
date on their vaccines, all health
care professionals should use every
patient encounter as an opportunity
to assess whether any vaccines are
needed.
If the patient is due for a vaccine,
make a strong recommendation
that you advise getting the vaccine
because it can help protect them
against a disease that could be
serious. For some patients, this may
be sufficient information to accept
the vaccine. Others may want to learn
more about the vaccine and why it

is right for them. For these patients,
sharing the following can help them
make an informed decision.
• Share the tailored reasons why
the recommended vaccine is
right for the patient, given his or
her age, health status, lifestyle,
job, or other risk factors.
• Highlight positive experiences
with vaccines to reinforce
the benefits and strengthen
confidence in vaccination.
• Remind patients that vaccines
protect them and their loved
ones from many common and
serious diseases.
Download free patient education
materials or find resources on
addressing patient questions and
concerns about adult vaccines at
www.cdc.gov/vaccines/hcp/adults.
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Check out and share our Caregiver Tip quotes
every Friday! Access them from our Instagram,
Facebook, or Twitter pages!

Pool Safety
for Seniors
When you consider swimming pool safety, your thoughts
may go to small children, as many pool rules are written with
them in mind. But, it’s also a good idea to be familiar with
pool safety as it relates to seniors. Pool safety is extremely
important and all seniors that enter the pool should be aware
of the risks and safety precautions. Below are some tips:

• Seniors should avoid swimming by themselves. There
should always be others around so that if something
were to happen, they can call out for help and someone
will hear them immediately.

• Clear the swimming pool area of all unnecessary
clutter. Removing all trip and fall hazards around the
pool area is essential in creating a safe environment.

• Invest in pool stairs rather than pool ladders. There
are many different sets of pool stairs designed for easy
access in and out of the pool, not just for elderly people,
but for swimmers of all ages.

• Consult with a doctor before beginning extensive
swimming pool exercises. Before seniors jump into
the pool and start getting a great workout, they should
consult a medical professional to get on the same page
in terms of abilities, limitations, and schedules.
Swimming pools are a great resource for seniors in terms of
health and socialization, but safety is an important focus. It’s
crucial that seniors take care to follow the above precautions
to stay safe in and around the water.

Contact Us
HOPEATHOME News is published monthly for the employees and clients
of HOPE at Home Health Care. We encourage our readers to contribute
information and share your stories with us. If you have content to
contribute, email Laura Minor at lminor@hopeathomehealthcare.com,
or call (810) 545-6624.

2 Corporate Drive, Suite 100, Southfield, MI 48076
8305 South Saginaw St., Grand Blanc, MI 48439
(800) 462-5632 Phone
(800) 273-5331 Fax
info@hopeathomehealthcare.com
www.HopeAtHomeHealthCare.com

